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Tim	White,	Senior	Scientist;	Earth	and	Mineral	Sciences,	The	
Pennsylvania	State	University,	is	the	Coordinator	of	the	CZO	
National	Office,	which	promotes	communication	among	CZO	PIs,	
organizes	national	meetings,	offers	graduate/young	scientist	
workshops,	and	develops	electronic	delivery	of	educational	
resources	for	Critical	Zone	science.	White's	research	is	
predominantly	field-based,	using	the	disciplines	of	sedimentary	
geology,	paleoclimatology,	paleopedology,	chemostratigraphy,	
organic	petrology,	and	hydrogeology. 	
	

	
Don	Duggan-Haas	is	Director	of	Teacher	Programs	at	the	
Paleontological	Research	Institution	in	Ithaca,	NY.	He	is	an	Earth	
science	educator	and	is	co-coordinator	of	Education	and	
Outreach	for	the	Critical	Zone	Observatory	Network.	Don’s	
especially	interested	in	technology-rich,	place-based	and	inquiry-
oriented	approaches	to	teaching	and	learning	that	aim	to	build	
deep	understandings	of	Earth	system	science	and	especially	the	
big	ideas	that	define	the	discipline.		These	approaches	engage	
learners	in	the	close	study	of	their	local	environment	and	use	
locally	grounded	understandings	to	better	understand	the	global	

Earth	system.	With	work	addressing	teaching	and	learning	about	hydrofracking,	climate	change	
and	evolution,	he	also	has	expertise	in	the	teaching	of	controversial	issues.	
	

	
 Sarah	Sharkey	is	a	research	assistant	for	the	Science	Across	
Virtual	Institutes	(SAVI)	Project	of	the	CZO	National	Office	at	The	
Pennsylvania	State	University.	She	works	to	facilitate	
communication	and	cross-site	science	using	common	
measurements	within	the	U.S	CZOs	and	internationally.	She	
manages	and	provides	support	to	CZO	communication	outlets	
including	social	media	accounts	and	CZO	websites,	
CriticalZone.org	and	CZEN.org.	Sharkey	also	provides	web	and	
outreach	support	to	Penn	State’s	Master	of	Education	in	Earth	
Sciences	degree	program.		



Things	to	do	Before	the	CZO	GIFT	
Workshop	
We’ll	be	working	with	Virtual	Fieldwork	in	the	Critical	Zone:	Why	Does	This	Place	Look	the	
Way	it	Does?,	a	webpage	found	here:	http://virtualfieldwork.org/CZO-VFE-Intro.html.	You	may	
wish	to	skim	it	prior	to	the	workshop.			
	
The	workshop	will	be	using	online	resources,	so	bringing	a	laptop	computer	is	recommended.	
Prior	to	the	workshop,	you	should	also	install	Google	Earth	or	Google	Earth	Pro.	Note	that	
Google	Earth	Pro	is	now	available	free	to	all	users,	and	it	has	some	advantages	over	the	“non-
Pro”	version.		
	
Google	Earth	and	Google	Earth	Files	
Download	either	version	of	Google	Earth	at:	https://www.google.com/earth/	
	
We’ll	be	using	a	few	different	Google	Earth	files,	which	you	may	wish	to	download	prior	to	the	
workshop:	

• The	Google	Earth	component	of	the	Shale	Hills	Critical	Zone	Observatory	Virtual	
Fieldwork	Experience:	http://	http://virtualfieldwork.org/CZO-VFE-
Intro.htmlvirtualfieldwork.org/GEfiles/Shale_Hills.kmz		

• Earth	Point	USGS	Topographic	Maps	Layer	Displays	USGS	Topo	Maps	on	Google	Earth.	
For	USA	only.	http://www.earthpoint.us/TopoMap.aspx		

• The	geologic	map	of	your	state	from	the	USGS’s	Geologic	maps	of	US	states	(kmz	files):		
http://mrdata.usgs.gov/geology/state/		

	
Suggested	Apps/Software	for	Documenting	and	Sharing	Fieldwork:	
Several	apps	for	smartphones	and	tablets	can	help	to	document	fieldwork	and	share	it	with	
others.	A	few	are	listed	here.	We	won’t	likely	spend	much	time	working	with	these	during	the	
workshop,	but	will	note	what	they	can	do.		

• Google	Street	View	(available	from	the	iTunes	Store	and	Google	Play).	This	app	allows	
you	to	capture	spherical	panoramas	on	your	smartphone	or	tablet	and	upload	them	to	
Google	Maps/Earth.		

• Zoom	videoconferencing	software.	Zoom	allows	for	connecting	the	field	and	the	
classroom,	or	classroom	to	classroom.	It	can	also	be	used	to	record	screengrab	video	–	
record	a	conference	with	you	as	the	only	attendee:	http://zoom.us		

• TouchTerrain	(beta).	TouchTerrain	allows	for	printing	tiles	of	landscapes	on	3D	printers.	
http://touchterrain.geol.iastate.edu/		

	



Critical Zone science and CZ Observatories (CZO)
Dr. Tim White

CZO National Program Coordinator
Earth and Environmental Systems Institute

The Pennsylvania State University



Critical Zone:

• Term published by the U.S. National 
Research Council in 2001 BROES report

= Thin veneer at Earth’s surface spanning 
from the top of vegetation canopy through
soil to deep in the subsurface where fresh 
groundwater circulates.

= Critical Zone –v- critical zones? 



Tropical rainforest:
- Extensive forest canopy with

complex understory
- Thick mature soils and

deep weathered regolith
- Potentially deep aquifers



Longyearbyen Valley,
Spitsbergen

Polar realm:

- Stunted vegetation
- Thin discontinuous soils
- Permafrost



Soil exists at the “heart” of the Critical Zone

Important for:
- agriculture
- water filtration
- C sequestration
- biodiversity

But degraded, in places severely, by humanity.



Soil exists at the “heart” of the Critical Zone

Important for:
- agriculture
- water filtration
- C sequestration
- biodiversity

But degraded by humanity.



Critical Zone science and Observatories (CZOs) 
evolved from the recognition that many similar 
scientific questions were being asked by diverse 
groups of Earth surface scientists who did not 
typically collaborate.



Nutrients

Chemistry
of Water

Atmosphere

Landform 
Evolution

What processes control 
fluxes of carbon, 
particulates, and reactive 
gases over different 
timescales?

How do biogeochemical 
processes govern long-
term sustainability of 
water and soil 
resources?

How do processes that 
nourish ecosystems change 
over human and geologic 
time scales?

How do variations in and 
perturbation to chemical and 
physical weathering 
processes impact the 
Critical Zone?

Four Driving Questions of CZ Science



CHALLENGES:

- Critical Zone is a complex system(s)

- Global in extent, requires international 
cooperation and funding.

-Deeply interdisciplinary, requires new 
cadre of scientists



CZOs are beginning to bring diverse communities 
together to build cross-science alliances to answer
these complex interdisciplinary questions.

But….... How?



• Recognized international cooperation is essential to success

• Planned for and included cooperation from the start

• Need a network of people, data and sites



Network Approach

• To explore one environmental variable with 
other variables constant

• To compare data measured in the same way at 
multiple sites

• To understand broad patterns of behavior

• To create community among scientists and 
generate interdisciplinary understanding



Soil formation, or pedogenesis, is 
controlled by five variables in nature, 
the so-called state factors:

1. parent material
2. climate
3. topography
4. biota
5. time
6. humans



Climate
Lithology

Critical Zone Exploration Network
- environmental gradients

Disturbance





• Marymount meeting culminates at NSF, 2007
• NSF funds 3 CZOs, 2007
• NSF funds CZ International scholars program, 2007-13

– Includes training workshops in Crete and Iceland
• European Commission supports US scientist participation 

in SoilCritZone, 2007-2009
• NSF funds 3 CZOs, 2007
• NSF funds 3 additional CZOs through ARRA, 2009
• European Commission funds 4 CZOs, 2010
• NSF funds 4 new CZOs and CZONO and SAVI, July 

2013

Partial History: Critical Zone Exploration 
Network (CZEN)

Pertinence (continued)



Brantley et al., 2006

Download at: 
www.czen.org



International 
participation
•Vala Ragnarsdottir (Bristol)

•J. Gaillardet (IPGP)

•G. Humphreys (Macquarie)

•E. Jobbagy (CONICET)

•R. Kretzschmar (ETH)

•F. von Blanckenburg 
(Hannover)





The sites promote site-specific research but also education activities 
and are beginning to create community among a diverse group of 
scientists and educators. 

ER RC

IML

CH

- SC

SS  Southern Sierra CZO   (California) BC  Boulder Creek CZO  (Colorado)
SH  Susquehanna-Shale Hills CZO  (Pennsylvania) Christina River Basin CZO   (Pennsylvania/Delaware)
Jemez River Basin – Sta. Catalina CZO (NM/AZ) LM-Luquillo CZO  (Puerto Rico)
ER  Eel River CZO  (California) RC   Reynolds Creek CZO (Idaho)
IML  Intensively Managed Landscapes CZO  (Illinois/Iowa) CH   Calhoun CZO (South Carolina)



Societal relevance:

The zone within which most terrestrial 
life exists and depends on.

Ongoing climate and land use changes 
to the zone may stress terrestrial life 
including humanity – thus a better 
understanding of CZ processes and 
function may aid adaptation to change.



* Pollination
* Fulfillment of cultural, spiritual/intellectual needs
* Regulation of climate
* Insect pest control
* Maintenance and provision of genetic resources
* Maintenance and regeneration of habitat
* Provision of shade and shelter
* Prevention of soil erosion
* Maintenance of soil fertility
* Maintenance of soil health
* Maintenance of healthy waterways
* Water filtration
* Regulation of river flows and groundwater levels
*Waste absorption and breakdown

Critical Zone Services

If we allow natural assets to decline, so do the benefits. 
But if we care for and maintain natural assets, we will reap 
greater returns.



The value of the worlds’s ecosystem services, i.e. natural capital
• Costanza et al., Nature, 387, 253-260. 

Average: ~$33 trillion/year (range $16-54 t/y)
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Human Dominance or Alteration of Several 
Major Components of the Earth System
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Total global gross domestic product (2013):  US$74.3-87.3 trillion
(source: Wikipedia)
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Human Impacts

• Humans have already transformed 40-50% of  the ice-free land 
surface on earth. 

• Humans now use 54% of the available fresh water on the globe. 

• Humans are now an order of magnitude more important at 
moving sediment than the sum of all other natural processes 
operating on the surface of the planet.

• Humans now fix more atmospheric N than all terrestrial 
sources combined.



•Environmental damage
•Climate change
•Hostile neighbors
•Decreased support form friendly trade partners
•Society’s responses to problems.  



Outreach to greater CZO community:



Outreach to greater CZ community:

- www.czen.org
->1600 members
- >70 countries



Outreach to secondary education community:
czo.stroudcenter.org/reu/



Outreach to secondary education 
community:



Outreach to secondary education 
community:



Outreach to secondary education community:

http://criticalzone.org/national/education-outreach/k-12-education-1national/



Outreach to secondary education community:

http://criticalzone.org/national/education-outreach/k-12-education-1national/



Outreach to secondary education community:

http://criticalzone.org/national/education-outreach/k-12-education-1national/



Outreach to secondary education community:



Outreach to undergraduate education 
community:





back to virtualfieldwork.org

Virtual Fieldwork in the CriticalVirtual Fieldwork in the Critical
Zone: Why Does This Place LookZone: Why Does This Place Look
the Way it Does?the Way it Does?
This webpage serves as an introduction to both Critical Zone science and the use
of Virtual Fieldwork Experiences (VFEs) for exploration of the Critical Zone.
Embedded within this page you will find VFEs of the Shale Hills Susquehanna
Critical Zone Observatory (CZO) and the Southern Sierra CZO. The page also
addresses The Next Generation Science Standards. The page is written for both
teachers and students.

What is the Critical Zone?What is the Critical Zone?
The Critical Zone (CZ) extends from the tops of the vegetation to the bottom of
the water table. It is a thin veneer that makes life possible on Earth. In the Critical
Zone, different cycles, including the carbon cycle, the water cycle, and the energy
cycle all interact in complex ways we are just beginning to understand.

Nine National Science Foundation-funded observatories around the country are set
in a range of environments and upon a range of lithologies. Interdisciplinary teams
of scientists are studying the Critical Zone not only across a range of different
geographies and different geographic scales, but also attending different temporal
scales, from seconds to eons.

http://virtualfieldwork.org/
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Lithologies


Illustration modified from Chorover, J., R. Kretzschmar, F. Garcia-Pichel, and D. L.
Sparks. 2007. Soil biogeochemical processes in the critical zone. Elements 3, 321-
326. (artwork by R. Kindlimann).

Critical Zone QuestionsCritical Zone Questions
Despite the Critical Zone’s importance to life on Earth, its nature is poorly
understood. Fundamental questions include:

- How does the Critical Zone form?
- How does it function?
- How will it change in the future?



The Critical Zone Has Local Relevance to EveryoneThe Critical Zone Has Local Relevance to Everyone
The Critical Zone covers the entirety of the land on Earth, making it relevant to
everyone, everywhere. Society and terrestrial life itself depends upon the services
provided by the Critical Zone. These Critical Zone Services are not always explicitly
considered in the management and use of natural resources. They should be.

Understanding Critical Zone science is important to everyone, and the Critical Zone
is underfoot nearly everywhere. Getting to know your local environment and the
nature of the Critical Zone within it is an excellent place to start. By studying how
the Critical Zone is studied elsewhere - especially including at Critical Zone
Observatories, you can learn how to more effectively learn about your local Critical
Zone, and understand it in comparison to somewhere else. That comparison both
deepens your understandings of the local environment and of the global
environment. Further, it provides insights into environmental change and to
humanity's roles in that environmental change.

Virtual and Actual Fieldwork in theVirtual and Actual Fieldwork in the
Critical ZoneCritical Zone

http://criticalzone.org/catalina-jemez/publications/pub/field-et-al-2016-understanding-ecosystem-services-from-a-geosciences-perspe/


A group of undergraduate and teacher researchers at the Shale Hills Critical Zone
Observatory. Note that this image is an interactive Street View panorama.

Using Virtual Fieldwork Experiences in theUsing Virtual Fieldwork Experiences in the
ClassroomClassroom
This page is written in a way that is intended to serve an array of users. The most
obvious audiences are teachers and students, but we hope that it serves anyone
who wants to unearth the story of a place. Readers may engage in that exploration
alone or together. There is a fair amount of text to explain different aspects of
teaching and learning with Virtual Fieldwork Experiences and about Critical Zone
science. While we think this is helpful, especially for those new to the approaches
used here, experienced users of VFEs may skim through this text and move onto
exploring the site with both the Prezi and the Google Earth file linked below.

In many field trip settings, whether virtual field trips like this one, or at an actual
field site, teachers or field trip leaders point things out. That can be interesting,
educational, and fun, but the learning is likely to be more durable if the learner
figures things out. Ideally, in working together, teachers will act as collaborators
with students, and will work to figure things out together.

We also hope that sharing strategies for teaching and learning with the learners, as
we are doing here, will help learners to be more metacognitive. Metacognitive

https://maps.googleblog.com/2015/09/introducing-new-street-view-app-from.html
http://www.nap.edu/read/10126/chapter/2#9


learners are learners who actively learn how they learn, and work to manage and
improve their learning processes.

A fundamental goal of learning in the geosciences is to be able to answer the
question, “Why does this place look the way it does?” where “this place” is
wherever you happened to be, or whatever location you happen to be studying.
The question leads to a sort of “who done it?” – a mystery, or set of interlocking
mysteries, to be solved. Unearthing these mysteries is rarely a simple task. A
landscape is always the result of the interplay of many different processes, often
over very long periods of time. There is never, or almost never, one single process
that explains why a particular landscape is the way that it is.

Nearly every unit in an Earth or environmental science course, and most of the
units in a biology course, play out in some meaningful way in most environments,
including the one outside your classroom door. The table below lists units in typical
Earth science and biology curricula. Look through the list and consider how each
unit influences the landscape where you live and the landscape or landscapes you
will explore through virtual fieldwork.

Units in a typical EarthUnits in a typical Earth
science course:science course: Units in a typical biology course:Units in a typical biology course:

• Introduction: Size, Shape, and
Composition of Earth

• Introduction: Unity and Diversity among
living things

• Mapping • Maintenance in living things

• Rocks and Minerals • Human Physiology

• Weathering, Erosion,
Deposition, and Landforms

• Reproduction and Development

• Earthquakes and Plate
Tectonics

• Transmission of traits from generation to
generation

• Earth History & Paleontology • Evolution (Note: Evolution is both a
crosscutting theme and a unit.)

• Meteorology and Climate • Ecology

• Astronomy



It’s all there – each and every one of these curriculum units is happening outside
your classroom door, outside the door of your home, and wherever your field site
happens to be. Fieldwork, whether real or virtual, can be used to deepen
understandings for any and all of these topics.

While it is all there, there is also ambiguity. Doing fieldwork, whether virtual or
actual, has substantial important differences from doing traditional schoolwork. We
think that's a good thing. Reading the lay of the land, answering the question of
why a place looks the way it does is complex work that both develops and requires
the understandings of content from multiple disciplines and - at least as
importantly - understanding the meaning of the connections amongst those
disciplinary ideas. In other words, doing fieldwork is more like doing life than it is
like doing schoolwork.

ComplexifyComplexify
Much of what we do in school simplifies the seemingly complex. That is important
to do much of the time, but it is also important to complexify the seemingly simple
- to dig into the complex nature of how our world works. Fieldwork, whether real or
virtual, provides excellent opportunities for studying the interplay of different
Earth systems and processes. As you explore your field site, consider the
connections amongst the processes of life, rock formation, and the nature of
weather and climate. Then consider connections to other areas of science, and to
disciplines beyond science.

Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives
There are a large range of possible learning objectives that can be satisfied
exploring the content of this site. The most basic knowledge level objective are:
Define the Critical Zone and describe its component parts. And: Describe common
Critical Zone Services and why they are important to life on land.

Utimately, we hope learners satisfy more sophisticated objectives that are higher
on Bloom's Taxonomy. While we will share some objectives that might be
addressed or satisfied in working with content of this site, we also recognize (and
welcome the idea) that educators and learners will choose or develop their own
objectives for their use of the site. In choosing to do that, they will be more
metacognitive than those who simply follow whatever suggestions we happen to
make.

High level objectives that we hope users aspire to include:

Interpret the environment represented within the VFE you are
investigating, including descriptions of why the landscape looks the

1

http://virtualfieldwork.org/ambiguity.html
http://www.celt.iastate.edu/teaching/effective-teaching-practices/revised-blooms-taxonomy


way it does, and how it has changed over time.
Create a VFE representing your local environment or a field site you
have visited and present it to interested others.

These objective do lack specificity in terms of the level of detail for explanations
and the scale of the VFE to be created. Educators might determine this before
working with their students, or educators and students might work together to
negotiate the scale of the explanations and models.

The "interested others" mentioned in the second objective could be community
members, or other classes. Inexpensive video conferencing allows the interested
others to be a great distance away. We suggest connecting classrooms the
country, and can help facilitate that.

The sections on The Next Generation Science Standards below also addresses
objectives.

Critical Zone Science, Virtual FieldworkCritical Zone Science, Virtual Fieldwork
and the Next Generation Scienceand the Next Generation Science
StandardsStandards
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) is a multi-state effort to create
new education standards that are "rich in content and practice, arranged in a
coherent manner across disciplines and grades to provide all students an
internationally benchmarked science education." The NGSS presents science as
"three-dimensional," where the three dimensions are "Scientific and Engineering
Practices," "Crosscutting Concepts," and, "Disciplinary Core Ideas." These are
shown in the table below.

This webpage assumes basic familiarity with NGSS. "The Teacher-Friendly Guides,
Virtual Fieldwork, and the NGSS's Three-Dimensional Science," the appendix of The
Teacher-Friendly Guide to the Earth Science of the United States, gives a general
overview of how fieldwork, whether real or virtual, can be used in NGSS-informed
instruction. It also can serve as an introduction to the NGSS.

For teacher-written descriptions of the kinds of conceptual shifts that the NGSS
requires, see the Shifts page of the Practices Resources in Science and Math
(PRISM) website. The site also includes video cases of NGSS-based teaching.

http://nextgenscience.org/
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/index.php/appendix-gen-mw
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/
http://www.practices-resource.com/the-shifts
http://www.practices-resource.com/


Summary of NGSS’s Three Dimensions. For more detailed descriptions, see the
relevant appendices in The Next Generation Science Standards at
http://nextgenscience.org/.

Virtual and actual fieldwork, and Critical Zone science are all very well suited to
teaching three-dimensional science in ways that resonates with NGSS. Here's an
extended excerpt from the appendix mentioned above.

Deep understandings of why your local environment looks the way it does
requires understanding the local environment from multiple disciplinary
perspectives, and understanding the connections amongst these different
disciplinary ideas. That is, to understand your local environment, a systems
perspective is needed. Scientifically accurate meaningful understanding can
and does come out of single lessons, single units, and single courses, but
these understandings become richer, deeper, and more durable if they are
connected across courses. The NGSS vision includes recognition that
building a deep understanding of big ideas is both very important and a
process that takes years of coordinated effort. Fortunately, the many
processes that shape the local environment are part and parcel of existing
curricula, and especially for Earth science, biology, and environmental

http://nextgenscience.org/
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/index.php/appendix-gen-mw


science courses, nearly every unit has central aspects that play out on a
human scale just outside the school door. A coordinated approach to the
study of the local environment across units within a single course and across
grade levels and courses can be a fairly subtle change in each teacher’s daily
routines, but it has the potential for big returns in terms of the depth of
student understanding. This deeper understanding pertains not only to the
local environment and the way course topics are represented within it, but
also to systems more generally, to the nature and importance of scale, and to
much, much more.

"All Scientific and Engineering Practices and all"All Scientific and Engineering Practices and all

Crosscutting Concepts in all courses,"Crosscutting Concepts in all courses,"
The above excerpt, and the document it draws from are focused broadly. They do
not focus on particular Performance Expectations, Disciplinary Core Ideas,
Crosscutting Concepts or Science and Engineering Practices but on the big picture
vision of the NGSS, and on a systems- and research-based approach to effective
science teaching. Considering how a particular teaching approach satisfies specific
standards is important, but it is fairly easy to lose sight of larger goals and begin
to treat those individual aspects of the Standards as a checklist. The larger goals
include transforming K-12 science education so that high school graduates are
prepared for the duties of citizenship, further education, and the workforce.

Under the heading, "All Scientific and Engineering Practices and all Crosscutting
Concepts in all courses," Appendix K of NGSS notes, “The goal is not to teach the
PEs, but rather to prepare students to be able to perform them by the end of the
grade band course sequence.” To help keep focus on these larger goals, we
suggest hanging posters of the NGSS's Crosscutting Concepts, Science and
Engineering Practices and Disciplinary Core Ideas on your classroom walls and
referring to them regularly. The University of Illinois' Project Neuron makes pdfs of
such posters available here.

Incorporate the Crosscutting Concepts and Science and Engineering Practices into
assignments regularly. One simple way to do that is to make questions about them
a part of standard lab reports. This five-question lab summary offers an example of
how to do that with a few straightforward questions. It includes a simple rubric,
and is in Microsoft Word format so that it can be easily edited to suit teacher
needs.

Of course, the Performance Expectations were developed for a reason. They, along
with Evidence Statements (and other resources), give guidance on what NGSS-
aligned instruction looks like. Excerpts of Evidence Statement, MS-ESS2-2 are

http://nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/Appendix%20K_Revised%208.30.13.pdf
https://neuron.illinois.edu/NGSS-posters
applewebdata://27B961D7-13EC-4319-82F7-329A1D99055D/virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/NGSS/NGSS_Lab_Summary.docx
http://nextgenscience.org/evidence-statements


below.

Excerpts of Evidence Statement: MS-ESS2-2. See the full Evidence Statement here
and see the related Performance Expectations here (both documents are pdf).

The kind of science described in the example Performance Expectation and
Evidence Statement can be well addressed by engaging in actual fieldwork
exploring and describing the Critical Zone either outside your classroom door or
through virtual fieldwork. And, this holds true for many, if not most, of the
Performance Expectations within the NGSS. If looking at the level of Performance
Expectation seems daunting, relax. Go back and look at the big picture ideas
expressed within the Crosscutting Concepts and Science and Engineering Practices
and consider how these are applied to the study of the environment. All of the
guidance provided here is intended to support teaching that satisfies the NGSS,
even if, or maybe especially if it is not focused on specific Performance
Expectations.

Using VFEs to foster rich discussionUsing VFEs to foster rich discussion
We found the Ambitious Science Teaching Project's Discourse Primer for Science
Teachers four high-level goals for talk resonate with our goals for the kind of
conversations that VFEs should foster. These goals are shown below.

http://nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/evidence_statement/black_white/MS-ESS2-2%20Evidence%20Statements%20June%202015%20asterisks.pdf
http://nextgenscience.org/dci-arrangement/ms-ess2-earths-systems
http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/
http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Discourse-Primer.pdf


Eliciting students’ initial scientific hypotheses in order to plan for further
instruction. The goal of this discourse is to draw out students’
understandings of a phenomenon (e.g. a bicycle rusting in the backyard) that
is related to an important scientific idea (in this case chemical change or
conservation of mass). After the lesson we analyze students’ ways of talking
about it in order to adapt upcoming learning experiences. 

Making sense of data/information. The goal here is to help students
recognize patterns in data, critique the quality of data, and to propose why
these patterns exist. What, for example, is going on at the unobservable level
that explains our observations? 

Connecting activities with big scientific ideas. The goal of this practice is to
combine data-collection activities with readings and conversation in order to
advance students’ understanding of a broader natural phenomenon. This
conversation is different from the previous one, in that students are not
trying to explain the outcome of an activity, but to relate the activity to a
bigger science idea or puzzle that the unit is framed around. 

Pressing students for evidence-based explanations. This discourse is
designed to happen near the end of a unit, but elements of this conversation
can also happen any time the teacher is trying to get students to talk about
evidence. The goal of this discourse is to assist students in using multiple
forms of evidence, gathered during a unit, to construct comprehensive
explanations for a phenomenon that has been the focus of the unit. 

From: A Discourse Primer for Science Teachers (p. 7). Available here.

Consider these goals as you explore and investigate your field sites - both the
virtual ones represented here, and any site local to your home or school. While
they are labeled here as goals for talk, they reflect goals for the kind of thinking
teachers, students, and other learners should engage in as they deepen their
understandings of scientific ideas.

As you explore our VFEs, you may wish for more explanations of some of the
underlying CZ science. There are a number of reasons for that, but paramount
among them is, "Explanation kills wonder," as Paul Anderson notes in his
discussions of the NGSS. Unsurprisingly, that's difficult and perhaps inappropriate
to explain, but it does support the fostering of rich discussion. This does not mean
that explanation is never appropriate, but as teachers, we often explain too much,
or give explanation before learners are ready to take them in. If we let learners

http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Discourse-Primer.pdf
http://www.bozemanscience.com/about/


wonder longer than we typically do, when they seek out explanations, the
understandings are likely to be more durable.

If your curriculum materials are alwaysIf your curriculum materials are always
(or usually) perfectly polished, you're(or usually) perfectly polished, you're
misrepresenting sciencemisrepresenting science
You are. Science, like life and the world more broadly, is rarely something that
points to one simple clear explanation, at least for things that really matter in the
world. Science is messy business. Too often, school curriculum leads learners to a
clear and straightforward answer. That isn't unreasonable for simple matters, but
for things that are really interesting, for things that really matter, it's a problem.

Science is often confusing, and if students aren't confused at least some of the
time, they probably aren't learning the science in a deep and meaningful way. The
explorations presented here probably tell too much for students to walk away with
deep understandings, but building understandings of the specific sites shown here
is not the only purpose of the content on these webpages.

As you explore these virtual field sites, consider how the nature of these sites
compares to your local environment. As you work through these resources
designed to help you understand the environment in these places, consider how
you can make a Virtual Fieldwork Experience of a place near where you live that
others could use to learn about your environment. Then make a VFE to share what
you have learned - or, make one to both share what you have learned and to
process what you have learned. Why does your place look the way it does?

Preview the VFE and consider what youPreview the VFE and consider what you
will focus uponwill focus upon
Given that most or all of the units within a course play out in nearly every
terrestrial environment, fieldwork, whether real or virtual, can be a part of
instruction in any unit. We suggest that you give attention to fieldwork in multiple
units throughout your course, and draw comparisons between your local
environment and the environments you visit virtually. Use fieldwork at the
beginning of a course to establish the purpose of your investigations; interweave
fieldwork throughout the course to highlight topics within each unit; and use
fieldwork as a capstone to tie the course content together. Fieldwork may be used
for any or all of these purposes, and it may make sense to choose one initial focus,

http://www.wired.com/2016/04/science-professors-arent-confusing-theyre-wrong/


especially if you have not led students in fieldwork previously. Remember that field
scientists may visit the sites they research hundreds of times over their careers
and continue to deepen their understandings with each visit.

Most VFEs that we’ve developed are customizable to teacher and student needs.
Google Earth or Prezi files can be edited to allow focus on a particular feature in
the landscape, or students may be directed to focus on specific topic. Generally,
they also allow topics and questions to be investigated at different depths.

Google Earth Files Useful to a Range of VFEsGoogle Earth Files Useful to a Range of VFEs
Earth Point USGS Topographic Maps Layer Displays USGS Topo Maps on
Google Earth. For USA only.
Geologic maps of US states (kmz files) Also available in html with links to
resources beyond geology here.

The Shale Hills Critical Zone Observatory VFEThe Shale Hills Critical Zone Observatory VFE
The Prezi Component (also embedded below)
The Google Earth (kmz file)

The Southern Sierra Critical Zone Observatory VFEThe Southern Sierra Critical Zone Observatory VFE
The Prezi Component (also embedded below)

http://www.earthpoint.us/TopoMap.aspx
http://mrdata.usgs.gov/geology/state/
http://mrdata.usgs.gov/general/map.html
http://prezi.com/heckentrhf3s/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share
http://virtualfieldwork.org/GEfiles/Shale_Hills.kmz
http://prezi.com/heckentrhf3s/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share


Questions to guide field inquiryQuestions to guide field inquiry
"Why does this place look the way it does?" is the driving question for our work
and we've developed series of questions that support the driving question. One
series focuses upon the rock at a site, and the stories that can be read in the rock.
Another set of questions focuses on the underlying geoscience, and a third
addresses environmental science and ecology. All of them are framed so that they
can be productively investigated at any site.

Click here for a worksheet that includes the questions focused on the rock. The
geoscience and environmental science question lists are more detailed series of
questions are available as part of a packet with a series of checklists for preparing
for field work. Content from that packet was expanded into a chapter, "Real and
Virtual Fieldwork," from the Teacher-Friendly Guide to the Geoscience of the
United States. These checklist questions are also embedded within the Prezi
above, with slight customization for the special features of the site.

While these question sets include attention to human impacts, we hope to develop
another set of questions (in partnership with social science educators) that draws
focus on the role of human activities in shaping the environment. Most of the
places we go have been profoundly shaped by human activity, and we invite you to
give this serious consideration in your field work.

Productive field inquiry raises newProductive field inquiry raises new

http://virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/Generic_VFE_questions.doc
http://virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/howtos/geoscience-checklist.pdf
http://virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/howtos/ecology-checklist.pdf
http://virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/howtos/VFE_Development_as_PD.pdf
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/index.php/fieldwork-gen-mw
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/


questionsquestions
Virtual fieldwork offers the opportunity to explore an area without leaving the
classroom, and it allows multiple “visits” to a site. “Why does this place look the
way it does?” is a bottomless question, meaning that it can be productively
investigated for a very, very long time. Field scientists, be they professionals or
fifth graders, will never fully answer this driving question absolutely or at every
scale. Many of the supporting questions also have a bottomless quality.

These big questions can be used to drive discussion and investigation, and they
can be used in graded assignments. The teacher can define the level of detail
students are expected to use in graded work. Many of these questions can serve
as catalysts for research papers or projects, but they can also be meaningfully
answered in a concise paragraph.

A photograph is a datasetA photograph is a dataset
Most of our VFEs are built around sets of imagery, some of which is interactive.
Consider what you see as a dataset - or at least as a set of data, as "dataset"
often refers to specific kinds of computer files. A photograph can contain a
tremendous amount of data and also help to place other data into context,
especially if the photograph is of very high resolution.

A "CZ Tree" at the Southeran Sierra Critical Zone Observatory. CZ Trees have



monitoring instrumentation embedded within the tree and into the root mass. Note
that this image is an interactive Street View panorama. Use your mouse and the
controls in the upper right corner of the image to view fullscreen, and to pan and
zoom.

Consider and discuss what kinds of data can be included in a photograph taken in
the field, and discuss how photographs can help provide context for other kinds of
data. What can be interpreted about the nature of a place by interpreting
photographs of that place? What kinds of information are easy to capture with a
photograph? What kinds of data are more challenging to capture this way? As you
look at different VFEs, ask yourself, "What do I wish the authors had taken
pictures of?" And, "How could the photographs better capture aspects of the site,
to help us understand why the place looks the way it does?" Use these questions
to help you think about what to do when you create a VFE of your own.

Instruments can extend and sharpen our senses. Your sense of sight, of course, is
not the only sense used in interpreting a field site. See The Teacher-Friendly Guide
to the Earth Science of the United States' chapter, "Real & Virtual Fieldwork" for
more on using instruments to extend the senses.

How to look at a specimenHow to look at a specimen
Most of our VFEs provide the opportunity to take a close look at at least a few
rocks, fossils or biological specimens. That may not sound all that interesting, but
any of these can tell a story, if you know how to read it. How to Look at a Rock
provides a good basic overview of how to begin to read that story. While the
article is focused upon rocks, similar strategies apply to making sense of other
kinds of specimens.

The article begins by stressing the importance of context. Knowing where a rock,
fossil, or biological specimen was originally found is tremendously helpful. A
specimen's location data gives you information about its story. The loss of this
data makes a specimen much, much less valuable from a research perspective, like
a paragraph out of novel, without the surrounding story, without the surrounding
context, the specimen in isolation makes little sense.

When you collect specimens in the field, therefore, labelling them is profoundly
important. Bag your specimen and insert a label like the one below. Click the
caption to download labels to print, or make your own.
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https://maps.googleblog.com/2015/09/introducing-new-street-view-app-from.html
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/
http://geology.teacherfriendlyguide.org/index.php/fieldwork-gen-mw
http://geology.about.com/od/rocks/tp/rocks101.htm?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=shareurlbuttons


A specimen label. Click here to download labels that print six to a page.

Drawing can help you see more clearlyDrawing can help you see more clearly
Looking, more broadly is an important skill, and one that can be learned. Drawing
sketches of what you see helps push learners to look more carefully. Reading the
essay, In the Laboratory with Agassiz (also known as, "Look at Your Fish!") by
Samuel Scudder is helpful for thinking about how drawing can help you see.

Consider the most important takeawaysConsider the most important takeaways
From field investigation, you can learn a lot about the story of a place - how a
landscape came to be the way that it is. This is, of course, deepened by other
kinds of research, both in the lab and in the library. We do think learning the story
of a place is important, but for most learners, the details of how plate tectonics
and climate shaped a particular environment are not the most important
understandings, or the understandings that we hope will prove most durable.

By durable understandings, we mean big ideas that the learner will remember and
understand for years after instruction. We have carefully crafted a set of Earth
Science Bigger Ideas and Overarching Questions and we hope students and
teachers will revisit them and consider their connections to their investigations.

http://virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/SpecimenLabelGreyscale.doc
http://philosophy.lander.edu/intro/introbook2.1/x426.html
http://virtualfieldwork.org/Big_Ideas.html


The Overarching Questions, "How do we know what we know?" and, "How does
what we know inform our decision making?" are as important as the Bigger Ideas
themselves.

Engaging in fieldwork (and the research in the lab and library to support that
fieldwork) helps us to understand how scientific stories are unearthed. To
understand how scientific stories are unearthed is at least as important as
understanding those scientific stories themselves.

Important takeaways from doing fieldworkImportant takeaways from doing fieldwork
Whether the fieldwork is actual or virtual, it can (and we think should) be used to
highlight two key ideas:

There are questions that can be productively asked and investigated about
any site.
Investigating a landscape is an exercise in Earth systems science – no
landscape is the product of a single process.

Further, virtual fieldwork is a user-friendly way of documenting, analyzing and
sharing lessons learned from doing actual fieldwork.

These overarching ideas are likely more important than specific lessons about a
particular site. Connected ideas include that understanding the connections
between and among different Earth processes are as important as understanding
the processes themselves, that scientists work develop durable understandings of
the answers to these questions, and that students can engage in these questions
as professionals and in service to meeting their obligations as informed citizens.

Using Virtual Fieldwork as a catalyst forUsing Virtual Fieldwork as a catalyst for
actual fieldworkactual fieldwork
The VFEs we have created help tell the stories of the places they represent. While
they can, to some degree, stand in the place of actual fieldwork, that is not their
primary intention. When you visit a Virtual Fieldwork Environment, consider how
the place you are studying compares with your local environment and other
environments you have studied. How are the environments similar and how do they
differ? Consider too how you can make a VFE of your local environment that you
can share with others to teach them about where" you live (or the field sites you
visit). Ideally, engaging in Virtual Fieldwork leads to doing actual fieldwork.

 Human physiology is a bit different than the rest of the units as it focuses on a
single species.
1
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 We're working on, "How to Look at a Fossil, that will be similar in nature to How
to Look at a Rock. Check back in 2017.
2

http://geology.about.com/od/rocks/tp/rocks101.htm?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=shareurlbuttons


Name:		____________________________	

Date:	 ___________________	

Class:	 _____________________	

Lab	Summary1	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lab#______	

Lab	Name:	_________________________________________	
	

1. Summarize	the	main	concepts	of	this	laboratory	experience.	
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________	

	
2. Connect	this	lab	with	one	of	the	Crosscutting	Concepts.		The	list	is	in	the	

back	of	the	classroom	if	you	don’t	have	your	copy	available.	
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________	
	

3. Connect	this	lab	with	one	of	the	Science	and	Engineering	Practices.		The	list	
is	in	the	back	of	the	classroom	if	you	don’t	have	your	copy	available.	
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

																																																								
1	Adapted	from	“Lab	Summary	and	Rubric”	by	Joe	Henderson.	
http://virtualfieldwork.org/downloadabledocs/STANYS2009/Henderson_Lab_Summary_and_Rubric		
This	document	is	available	in	Microsoft	Word	format	here:	http://bit.ly/NGSS-Lab-Summary		
	



_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________	

	
4. Connect	this	lab	to	at	least	one	aspect	of	your	life.		How	would	this	

knowledge	be	useful	to	you	either	now	or	in	the	future?		
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________	
	

5. How	does	this	lab	utilize	science	as	a	“way	of	knowing”?	
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________	
	

	 	



Grading	Rubric	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Lab	#____	
Lab	Name__________________________________________________	

	
	 2	 3	 4	 5	 Self	 Teacher	

Lab	
Completion	

Few	of	the	questions	
are	attempted	with	
original	answers	

Half	of	the	questions	
are	attempted	with	
original	answers	

Most	of	the	questions	
are	attempted	with	
original	answers	

All	of	the	questions	are	
attempted	with	original	

answers	

	 	

Lab	Summary	
Sheet	

Incomplete/one	
critical	question	

answered	thoroughly	

Two	critical	questions	
answered	thoroughly	

Three	critical	questions	
answered	thoroughly	

All	critical	questions	
answered	thoroughly	

	 	

Neatness	
Lab	is	messy	and/or	
chunks	of	paper	

missing.		

Pencil	and	pen	marks	
all	over	the	place,	

hard	to	read	

Lab	is	mostly	neat,	is	
written	in	pencil,	with	

a	few	errors		

Care	has	been	given	to	
work	using	a	pencil	

	to	the	best	of	student’s	
ability	

	 	

Concept	
Knowledge	
(Question	1)	

Little	to	no	grasp	of	
content	knowledge	

Some	grasp	of	
content	knowledge	

Most	concepts	are	
understood	

All	concepts	are	well	
understood	

	 	

Crosscutting	
Concept	

(Question	2)	

No	acknowledgment	
of	Crosscutting	
Concept	analysis	

Some	
acknowledgment	of	
the	Crosscutting	
Concept,	but	very	

brief.	

A	general	sense	of	how	
the	Crosscutting	

Concept	is	represented	
with	examples,	but	not	

explained	

Detailed	analysis	of	
how	the	lab	relates	to	

the	Crosscutting	
Concept	

	 	

Science	&	
Engineering	
Practice	

(Question	3)	

No	acknowledgment	
of	Big	Idea	analysis	

Some	
acknowledgment	of	
the	ideas,	but	very	

brief.	

A	general	sense	of	how	
the	idea	is	represented	
with	examples,	but	not	

explained	

Detailed	analysis	of	
how	the	lab	relates	to	

the	Big	Ideas	

	 	

Connection	
w/	Reality	
(Question	4)	

Did	not	relate	lab	at	
all	to	your	life	

A	vague	sense	of	how	
this	lab	relates	to	life	

A	general	sense	of	how	
this	lab	relates	to	life	

A	specific	and	detailed	
sense	of	how	lab	
relates	to	life	

	 	

Scientific	
Inquiry	

(Question	5)	

No	
acknowledgement	of	
scientific	processes	

Little	
acknowledgement	of	
scientific	processes	

A	general	grasp	of	how	
scientists	work/think	

Mastery	of	scientific	
inquiry	and	processes	

	 	

6+1	Traits	 Disregard	for	all	
traits	of	writing	

Traits	have	been	
lazily	incorporated	

Some	traits	respected,	
but	not	fully	

Lab	written	with	all	
traits	in	mind	

	 	

Lab	Group	
Work	

Did	not	work	well	
with	others	

Contributed	very	
small	amount	to	lab	
completion	and	
group	work	

Contributed	an	average	
amount	to	the	

completion	of	the	lab	
with	your	group	

Actively	contributed	
within	your	group	

	 	

Safety	 Unsafe	lab	practices	
Teacher	had	to	speak	
to	you	multiple	times	

about	lab	safety	

Mostly	safe,	but	you	
were	spoken	to	at	least	

once	

Complete	lab	safety	
with	respect	for	
classmates	and	

materials	

	 	

	 TOTAL	 	 	

Lab	Credit?	
Y	or	N	 								%	 GRADE	 										

											/110	
Teacher	Comments:	
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